













FOR THK THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDING
FEBRU^HY 1, 1859.









In compliance with the provisions of an Ordinance of the City of
Nashua, entitled "An Ordinance establishing a system of accounta-
bility in the expenditures of the City," &c. the undersigned, the joint
Committee on Finance, herewith submit their annual report for the
financial year ending February 1st, 1859.
The whole amount of payments into the treasury during the
year, as per account of the City Treasurer, has been $84,757.57,
derived from the following sources :
From E. P. Emerson, collector of 1857, note
given for uncollected taxes of that year, 4503 77
" E. P. Emerson, collector of 1858,
amount collected on list of this year,
to date, as follows :
Whole amount of taxes assessed April,
1858, 39,699 96
Less, taxes uncollected, reported as
polls with real estate, 4702 41
Polls with personal property, 412 14
Polls without property, inclu-




premium received on city stock, 1360 00
literary fund, of 1857, 560 84
Amount carried forward, $39,888 98
Amount brought forward, $39,888 98
From railroad tax of 1857, 1385 06
" railroad tax of 1858, 1477 11
" County of Hillsboro', support of pau-
pers, 1362 36
" towns and individuals, do., 327 58
" use of team and loam sold, 331 13
" rents of City Hall, and licenses, 482 46
" police department, 226 10
" Walter Harriman, for literary fund due
town of Nashville in 1853, 110 GO
" County of Hillsboro' cash paid for holding
coroner's inquests in 1856 and 1857, 136 79
Amount of current receipts, $45,757 57
There has also been paid into the treasury from tem-
porary loans, authoiized by City Council, 2000 00
Permanent do., 2000 00
City stock issued July 1, 1858, as per city
ordinance passed in 1858, 35,000 00
$39,000 00
Total as above, $84,757 57
The expenditures for the year, including payments of old
city notes and temporary loans, have been as follows :






" paupers not at almshouse,
" miscellaneous expenses,
" salaries of city officers,
" ward expenses,
" City Hall expenses,
" City Farm and House of Correction,
" interest on city debt,
" school money and Teachers' Institute,
" school district taxes,
" printing and stationery,
'• cemeteries and burying grounds,
•' state and county taxes,
" abatements and discounts on taxes,
" collector's commissions,
Amount of current expenditures,
3064 49
There has also been paltl on city notes
redeemed, 35,100 00
Temporary loans, 1000 00
Total payments, $83,291 00
Balance in the treasury this day, $1466 57
The details of the expenditures of the several departments may
be found under the following iiead of "Appropriations and Expen-
ditures."
Agreeably to the provisions of the Ordinance passed by the City
Council of 1857-8, Funding the City Debt, &c.,on the first day of
July last. Certificates of City Stock to the amount of $35,000.00
were issued, which were disposed of at an advance premium of
nearly four per cent.
A statement showing the present condition of the permanent and











Nashua, N. H., February 28, 1859.
CITY TREASURERS ACCOlIiVT.
CITY OF NASHUA,
In Account icith E. P. Emerson, City Treasurer, 1858-9,
DR.
To Cash paid as follows :




n May, 1782 83
n June, 5074 95
n July, 34918 34
n August, 3626 40
n September, 5411 41
n October, 3843 62
n November, 3089 64
n December, 4338 17
nJanuary, 1859, 3912 86
to date, 12004 96
Total Payments,





By cash received as follows :
Of E. P. Emerson, Collector for 1857, on note
to balance last year's account, 4503 77
" E. P. Emerson, Collector for 1858,
amount collected to this date, 33,464 37
" P. Sanborn, State Treasurer, railroad
tax of 1857, 1385 06
" P. Sanborn, railroad tax of 1858, 1477 11
« « " literary fund of 1857, 560 84
" County of Hillsboro' for support of coun-
ty paupers, 1362 36
Sundry towns and individuals for support of
paupers, 83 91
" L. P. Sawyer, Overseer of Poor, cash re-
ceived of other towns, for support of
paupers, 279 17
" William A. Tracy, do., 14 50
" Rufus Taylor, for use of city teams, &c. 64 31
" T. W. Gillis, do., 127 28
" Wm. Adams, do., 139 54
" T. G. Banks, City Marshal, receipts of
Police Department, 226 10
Amount carried forward, $43,638 32
Amount brought forward, $43,638 31
Of Charles E. Merrill, City Clerk, rents of
City Hall and circus license, 478 46
" do. for dog licenses, 4 00
" County of Ilillsboro' for cash paid for hold-
ing coroners inquests in 1856 and 1857, 136 79
" Walter Harriman, for literary fund due
town of Nashville in 1853,
'
140 00
" Premiums on City stock, 1360 00
$45,757 57
" City stock issued July 1, 35,000 00
" Permanent loan authorized, 2000 00
« Temporary loans, 2000 00
,757 57
E. P. EMERSON, City Treasurer.
Nashua, Feb. 28, 1859.
The undersigned. Committee on Finance of the City of Nashua,
in conformity with the requirements of the Ordinances of said Ci-
ty, have examined the foregoing account of E. P. Emerson, City
Treasurer, and have also compared the account with the vouchers
in the hands of the City Clerk and Auditor, and find the same cor-
rectly cast, and sustained by proper vouchers, neatly filed.
We find that there has been received into the Treasury durinf
the financial year ending February 1st, 1859, from all sources, (in-
cluding payment of the Collector's nolo of 1857, for the sum of
$4503 77,) the amount of eighty-four thousand seven hundred and
fifty-seven dollars and fifty-seven cents, ($84,757..57.)
There has been paid from the Treasury during the same time,
the sum of eighty-three thousand two hundred and ninety-one dol-
lars, ($83,291,) leaving the balance in the Treasury this day, four-
teen hundred and sixty-six dollars and fifty-seven cents, ($1466.57)
which amount has been shown, and counted by us.
ALBIN BEARD, 1 ^
JOHN H. GAGE, Committee
E. A. SLADER, V °" finance
CALEB BURBANK, I ^., °!*h°,
CHARLES C. GOVE, 3 ^'^^ of Nashua.































R. B. Buxton, with teams,
J. K. Pillsbury,
Caleb Turrill, in 1856,
T. Pearson,
Benjamin Roby,
J. G. Graves, on Franklin street,
Wm. F. Adams,
F. Foster,








































Amount brought forward, $525 61
Paid Josephns Baldwin, corn meal, 12 80
C. H. Sackridcr, do., 109 70
T. Chase & Co., do., 142 86
L. B. Norris, rent of stable, die, 10 52
A Preshy, do., 3 33
Nathaniel Woods, do., 10 50
T. W. Gillis, do. in 1857, 20 00
Pennichuck Water Works, water for stable, 3 75
Vincent & Woodward, lumber wagon, 110 00
B. P. Moore, second hand do., 20 00
" " " repairing carts, wagons, &c., 14 62
S. F. Wright, difference in exchanging carts, 15 00
J. Hildreth, repairing carts,
A. E. Sanderson, repairing harnesses, &€.
Ira Atwood, repairing carts, &c.,
Vincent & Woodward, blacksmith work,
Wm. Vincent, do.,
Jackson & Daggett, do.,
Incidentals.
Paid Luther Robbins breaking roads, 1857,
John Person, do.,
J. T. Greeley, do. 1856-7,
J. L. Bowers, do. 1856,
T. J. Laton do.,
Wm. FI. Conant, do.,
E. Franklin, do.,
J. F. Andrews, do.,
John Cross, snowing T. F. bridge,
J. C. Dudley, lighting do.,
Amos Ball, shingling do.,
D. Stevens, labor on do.,
James Crombie, labor, planking iron bridge,
S. W. Wright, plank and labor on bridge,
F. Chase, lumber,
G. & S. McQuesten, do.,
T. Chase & Co., do.,
Thomas Chase, do.,




George W. Lillis, stone, &c.,
Z. Shattuck, do.,
J. & A. J. Rockwood, guide board,
S. F. Wright, sow and pigs,
S. F. Wright, horse hire, plank, &c.,
Amount carried forward, $577 44
1
12
Amount brought forward, 8577 44
Paid C. H. Cliase, 3 hoes, &c., 1 77
B. & L. and N. & L. R. K., use of derrick, 3 00
|
Joel Brown, do., 1 50
f
Jesse Crosby, repairing plough, &c., 2 18 f
J. Baldwin, repairs Water, Mechanic and
|
Washington streets, 76 00 !
C. W^illiams, Agent, cinders, 1 68
Nashua Iron Co., " 7 50
Abel Blood, damage crossing field. 3 00
C. H. Nutt, shovels, nails, &c., ' 18 22
S. J. Lund, horse hire, 1 50
I
G. Shattuck & Co., cement, &c., 2 29
T. W. Gillis, use of horse and carriage in '
attending to highway matters in 1857, 20 00
D. F. Runnells, oil, (Sic, 57
Barr 4* Co., iron bar, &c., 1 78
Nye & Co., highway tools, &c., 2 99
S721 42
S3064 49
Balance undrawn, $16 64
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Amount appropriated March, 1858, 6000 GO
'• " November, '^ 2000 00
$8000 00
Less transferred to other appropriations, 450 00
Balance, $7550 00
Expenditures.
Paid Firemen's services, viz :
Members of Torrent Engine Co. No. 1,
to July 1,















Paid John M. Cook, steward to July 1,
Do., since,
A. D. Kimball, do. to Oct. 1,
George Swain, clerk to July 1,
Do. to Oct. 1,
Paid Members of Munroe Engine Co., No. 2,
H. G. Coburn,
E. B. Burke, steward,
J. B. White, clerk.
Paid members of Protector Engine Co. jSo. 4,
to July 1,

















S. C. Richardson, since July 1,
George H. Gay, steward to July 1,
George W. Davis, assistant do..
George P. Hill, asst. do.,
E. LTNewhall, do..
Paid members Niagara Engine Co. No. 5, to
July 1,





James H. Pierce, steward to July 1,
Wm. F. Adams, do.,
J. W. Blood, do. to Oct. 1,
Wm. F. Adams, clerk to July 1,
S. B. Hutchinson, do.
$557
14
Paid members Pennichuck Hydrant Co. No. 2,
to July 1,





J. M. Newton, steward to July 1,
Do. to Oct. 1,
W. M. Beebe, asst. do. to July 1,
W. M. George, do.,
Paid members Nashua Hydrant Co. No. 3,
to July 1,
Do. to Oct. 1,
John Baldwin, steward, to July 1,
Do. to Oct. 1,
George W. Palmer, clerk, to July 1,
Do. do. to Oct. 1,
Paid members City Hose Co.,
W. H. J. Thompson, steward.
Paid members Union Hook, Ladder and Hose
Co. to July 1,
Do. to Oct. 1,
Charles Hardy,
George Brown,
Joel Colburn, steward to July 1,
Do. to Oct. 1,
Wm. R. Howe, clerk to July 1,
T. J. Rockwood, do. to Oct. 1,
164 75
15
Repairs^ Incidental Expenses^ ifc.
Paid Gage, Warner & Whitney, altering and
repairing; engines, 309 86
G. A. Rollins &Co., repairing do., 27 05
Norman Fuller, repairing hose, &c., 55 50
George E. Robbins, do., 40 87
A. E. Sanderson, do., 32 07
R. W. Martin, varnishing, &c., Protector
engine, 15 00
Wm. Gaskin, painting and varnishing en-
gines and hose carriages, 31 50
D. W. Thompson, labor on do., 3 87
Nashua Lock Co., 9 lb. bell for No. 1, 3 60
J. Baldwin, repairing hose carriages, 5 02
Jackson & Daggett, blacksmith work, 24 10
Wm. Vincent, do., 5 12
O. F. Nichols, repairs No. 1, 1 75
T. F. Wills, labor at No. 5 engine house, 1 50
S. W. Paige, making bench for hose, 1 50
J. A. Devereux, gas fitting, &c., 10 50
George Hall, Jr., lumber and labor No. 4
engine house, 35 09
N. H. Foster, labor at do., 8 50
G. & S. McQuesten, lumber for do., 10 45
A. Fisher, lumber and labor at engine
houses, 2 00
J. M. Flanders, do., 21 04
White &f Bullard, do., 4 40
W. M. Beebe, labor on Pennichuck Hydrant
carriage room, 5 00
J. & A. J. Rockwood, setting glass, 1 20
Jackson Co., stove and pipe for engine house, 9 40
Russell & Boynton, repairing do., 19 89
R. Goodrich, repairing do. 20 83
F. Chase & Co., coal for engine houses, 6 27
John H. Gage, do., 60 39
E. J. Rideout, charcoal do., 11 04
T. W. Gillis, wood do., 10 50
A. J. Turner, do., 3 13
Daniel Shea, sawing wood, 2 25
Nashua Gas Light Co., gas, 52 76
F. O. Munroe, locks and keys, 41 42
Fletcher & Brown, settees for No. 2 Hy-
drant Co., 19 32
Nye & Co., castor oil, &;c., 91 10
E. Franklin, labor at fire in woods, 3 00
H. Campbell, do., 1 00
Amount carried forward, $1008 79
16
Amount brought forward,
Paid S. F. Wright &z Co., horses lo draw en
gines, &c.,
L. B. Norris, do.,
Samuel Chase, do.,
J. Baldwin, do.,
Wm. T. Martin & Co., rubber suits,
Henry B. Copp, books and stationery,
W, T. Harris, ringing bells at fires,
B. Saunders, assistant engineer 1857-8,
J. M. Flanders, do.,
Nashua Man. Co., waste for cleaning,
Ezra Franklin, filling cistern,
Morrill & Co., express on engine cylinders,
G. H. Whitney, exp. to New York and la
bor on engine,
Chas. H. Nutt, sundries lo Engine Cos
Barr & Co., do.,








Pennichuck Hydrant Co., No. 2,
Nashua Hydrant Co. No. 3,
City Hose Co.,
Union Hook, Ladder and Hose Co.,
Hydrants,
New hose,





Paid T. Pearson, police justice, 300 00
Isaac Spalding, associate do., 20 00
N. L. Willard, police services to April 1, 14 06
O. B. Buswell, do. 14 06
Rufus Gould, do., 2 81
H. C. Rogers, do., 3 13
J. C. Batchelder, do., 1 56
John Atwood, do. in 1856, 3 44
Sanford Greeley, do., 23 69
D. Wadsvvorlh, do. 34 06
Ezra Davis, do., 6 75
D. W. Thompson, do., 26 24
Albert Lull, do., 9 37
George Thompson, do., 10 81
F. G. Crowell, do., 6 25
Levi Case, do., 9 68
Charles Simonds, do., 21 87
B. A. Nutt, do., 5 63
J. D. March, do., 25 62
R. Willey, do., 13 75
A. Lon^ley, do., 5 00
SamuefTuck, do., 18 12
Wm. K. Davis, special police, 3 75
A. H. Dunton, meals for prisoners, 75
John N. Ball, meals and lodging for do., 4 24
O. H. Phiilips, lunches for do., 10 46
Wm. A. Tracy, medical attendance on do., 1 50
PI. C. Rogers, police badge returned, 2 00
T. G. Banks, paid police badge and postage, 3 50
do. horse and carriage on police business, 31 39
do. officer's fees, committing to house cor-
rection, &c,, 89 25
do. cash paid care of crazy prisoner, 2 00
B. P. Rugg, posting bills, 1 50
S. PI. Noyes, printing notices, blanks, &c., 2 50
E. T. Barrett, do., 2 50
S. F. Wright & Co., horse hire, 21 00
S.J. Lund, do., 6 50
Jacob Hall, do., 2 75
Samuel Chase, do., 2 00
F. O, Munroe, lobby locks and keys, 6 25
Holt & Jones, mattrasses, ^-c, for lobbies, 31 50
Russell (^ Boynton, dark lanterns and pails, 5 50
R. Goodrich, job teaming, 50
C. H. Nutt, sundries to police office, 2 30
S809 54
Balance uadrawn, 16 56
18
CITY WATCH.
Amount appropriated March, 1858, $900 00
Expenditicres.
Paid N. L. Willard, services, 456 25





Amount brought forward, $261 81
Wm. Adams, do., 1 50
Division No. 10, 34 68
J. G. Blunt (5- Co., do., 13 81
Barr
(f-
Dodge, do., 14 10
Whitney ^' Co., do., 3 92
O. Bristol & Co., do., "7 95
D. F. Eunnells, do., 1 03
McCkire & Brother, do., 2 00
E. VVhitford & Co., provisions do., 4 17
S. B. Tyler, meat do., 92
Rufus Taylor, wood do., 50 35
S. Morgan, do., 26 73
J. Baldwin, do., 2 25
F. Chase, do., 7 76
A. J. Turner, do., '^ 39
T. W. Gillis,do., 60 33
Thos. Chase, do., 5 lo
T. Chase & Co., do., 12 26
T. H. Gibby, medicine do. 2 81
L. Warren, provisions to Bridge family, 8 CO
Liquor agency, liquor to sick paupers, 60
Nye & Co., axe for pauper, 1 00
T. J. Laton, meat to Brayton, 2 28
O. H. Phillipsjunchesto travelling paupers, 45 00
P. McGlynn, goods to J. Delanev, 1 50
D. L. Blood, milk to Bridge family, 5 44
John Reed, goods to Mary E. Mitchell, 3 94
S. D. Chandler, bread and beans for paupers, 7 15
C. H. Nutt, goods to Mrs. Moore, 2 12
C. H. Sackrider, flour to paupers, 5 25
Reed, Slader 4* Co., cloth, &c. to do. 3 75
Wm. H. Conant, meat to Kate Gorman, 4 00
Blake & Snow, goods to Esther Cross, 1 60
Q. A. Tirrell, boots to Mrs. Gorman, 88
B. H. Wilson, board and nursing Esther
Haseltine, 17 88
Julia A. Robbins, do., 80 00
Thomas Bailey, do. Bridget Kelley, 3 00
Ally Garrity, do. Ann Murray, 3 50
Chas. Williams, do. Harris child, 3 00
Mrs. G. W. Marden, do. Mrs. F. A. Cutter, 9 25
M. S. Halpine, do. H. H. Halpine, 15 13
M. S. Webster, nursing Mrs. S. Marshall, 13 50
Judith Hayes, do. Mrs. J. Haskell, 3 00
Wm. White, do. Mrs. Marshall, 5 00
Ira W. Reed, do. John Burns, 6 00
E. A. Martin, do., Esther Cross, 9 11
Amount carried forward, $782 40
i6
Amount brought forward, $782 40
Wm. Tucker, board, &c., of do., 10 23
A. H. Dunton, board and lodging paupers, 9 25
Samuel Chase, board of paupers, 1 50
Jas. B. Greeley, house rent for Bridge family, 7 50
Mrs. Griffin, do. Mrs. Elliott, 6 00
Lawrence Doyle, do. B. Flannii^an, 1 50
L. F. Locke, do., &c., Mrs. Ma^rshall, 8 72
L. P. Sawyer, railroad fares, cash paid pau-
pers, horse hire, and other pauper ex-
penses, 72 96
Wm. A. Tracy, paid pauper's railroad fares, 26 00
Concord R. R. Co., fare of paupers to Vt. 12 80
R. N. Corning, paid fare Bridge family
to Vt., 25 60
T. G. Banks, expenses paid on pauper cases, 9 25
J. & A. J. Uockwood, cofiins and burying
paupers, 95 67
Mary Barnes, support of Carey Family, 33 75
Eliza Fuller, washing for Marshall Family, 2 00
S. M. Chamberlain, do.,
B. Flannegan, support of herself,
Mrs. Elliott, do.,
Mrs. F. Elkins, support of Mrs. Elliott,
D. Wardsworth, services and expense paid
conveying H. II. Halpine to Worcester
Asylum,
A. B. Dodge, pants for Halpine,
S. F. Wright & Co., horse hire pauper cases, 2
S. J. Lund, horse hire to County Farm,
O. B. Buswell, conveying Mrs. Finnerty do
P. H. Hill, conveying paupers do., 6 25
Caleb Turrili, conveying corpse to Ashby, 2 00
J. G. Graves, medical attendance on Mrs.
S. Marsiiall, 22 50
Holt & Jones, moving pauper family, 75
R. Goodrich, moving Mrs. Gorman, 38




Paid expense of paupers at insane asylum as follows;
William Dodge, 134 05
George O, Richards, 132 56
G. F. Spalding, 154 74
Fanny Hodge, 26 14
C. Burbank, goods to sundry paupers,
R. M. Sawyer &; Co., do.,
Division No. 10, do.,
J. G. Blunt & Co., do.,
John Reed, do..
Division No. 6, do.,
Barr & Dodge, do.,
G. Shattuck 4* Co.. do.,
O. Bristol & Co., do.,
Wm. J. Burtt, wood, do.,
Rufus Taylor, do.,
F. Chase, do.,
T. W. Gillis, do.,
A. J. Turner, do.,
T. Chase 6z, Co., do.,
S. Morgan, do.,
T. J. Lalon, provisions, do.,
E. Whitford & Co., do.,
L. Warren, do. to Charles Pond,
Wm. H. Conant, do. to T, Hamblett,
S. B. Tyler, meat to sundry paupers,
Hiram Marsh, wood to Mrs. Putnam,
Wm. G. Ober, do to Mrs. Kimball,
M. A. Adams, boots for Elijah x\dams,
C. H. Chase, goods to do.,
Chas. H. Nutt', do. to Robbins,
?»1cKean & Hopkins, do. to J. Merrill,
McCIure & Bro. do. to A. Jewetl,
Q. A. Tirrell, boots for Pond,
L. M. Tolles, miik to Bruce family,
Geo. Davis, clothing for Stearns children,
R. Goodrich, stove for Mrs. Robbins,
City of Manchester, supplies to S. J. Rus-
sell's family, 22 98
Town of Francestown do. to Foote families, 50 93
H. Cudworth, do. to W. P. Powers, 37 50
Town of Keene, do. to C. J. Patterson and
family, 86 75
Mary Merrill, support of John Merrill, 13 00
D. R. Patterson, do. Jonas Powers and wife, 49 00
Amount carried forward, $1412 25
$447
22
Amount brought forward, $1412 25
W. A. Sleeper, do. N. Sleeper, cash paid, 50 00
Wm. G. Cutler, do. Asa Marckres, 45 64
Mrs. H. Kimball, do. herself and family, 42 00
M. E. Sleeper, do. mother and sister, cash
paid, 26 00
Melissa Patterson, do. herself and family, 8 00
Mrs. J, Huntington, nursing Mrs. Wallace, 14 50
Misses A. and M. Clark, board and nursing
Lucy Clark,
L. D. Campbell, board of Dodge child,
Lucinda Groce, do. Nancy A. Green,
Mary C. Dow, board and nursing do.,
Mrs, Batchelder, do.,
Susan Kennedy, do. R. Phillips,
John Foote, do. Stephen Footc,
Elizabeth Sharon, do. Nancy A. Green,
Wm. Tucker, do.,
Simeon Heath, board of J. Chugh,
H. C. Batchelder, do. Tasker boy,
R. McLaren, house rent for Foote family,
Judith Hayes, do. Patty Blood,
J. Baldwin, do. Danforth and Bruce,
James E. Balcom, do. Foote family,
C. P. Hutchinson, do. T. Hamblett,
J. F. Buxton, do. Julia Robbins,
E. L. Griffin, med. attendance on paupers,
L. P. Sawyer, do.,
Geo. Gray, do. on T. Danley,
Wm. B. Stevens, do. J. F. Nichols,
J. G. Graves, do. Pond and Phillips,
Wm. A. Tracy, do. Marden,
T. H. Gibby, medicine for Miss Green,
J. & A. J. Rockwood, coffins and burying
paupers, GQ 18
L. P. Sawyer, paid pauper's fares, cash
paid horse hire and expenses on pauper
cases, 72 25
Mrs. Currier, washing for Searles family, 3 75
Wm. A. Tracy, paid pauper's fares, cash
paid and expenses on pauper cases, 8 15
S. F. Wright, horse hire on pauper cases, 75
J. B, Hidden, moving J. F. Nichols from
Bedford, 2 00





Amount appropriated March, 1858, 1200 00
Received of County for cash paid in 1857,
for taking coroner's inquests, 136 79
Expenditures.
Paid M. Barr, services Auditing Committee
1856-7, 5 00
N. & L. R. R. Co., rent of Franklin Hall,
as per contract, 120 00
John Barney, services as police officer,
watchman,&c., at City Hall, 478 75
J. C. Garland, return births and deaths, 40
L. P. Sawyer, do., 75
J. F. Whittle, do., 1 40
E. B. Hammond, do., 3 05
O. A. Woodbury, do., 2 30
T. G. Banks, notifying oflicers, &c., 3 50
John Cole, damages by removing gravel
from his land, 100 00
Thomas Hale, damages from being thrown
from wagon, 200 00
G. W.- Blakeslee, land damages laying
out road, 56 33
Joseph Greeley, do. laying out Ash street, 25 00
Cheney & Co., express on money, 63
Fire Ins. Co., insurance on alms-house, 7 04
Hartford Fire Ins. Co., do. Taylors Falls
bridge, 38 50
Nashua Fire Ins. Co., do. engine houses, 30 00
R. T. Smith, school books for poor children, 14 18
H. B. Copp, do., 2 20
N. P. Greene & Co., do., 13 50
T. G. Banks, horse hire various times, 14 25
S. F. Wright & Co., do. distributing blanks, 2 00
L. B. Norris, do., to Shipley's and Conant's, 3 50
B. D. Bingham, clock for Common Council
room, 6 00
do., repairing clock, 50
D. Wadsworth, perambulating town line
with Hollis, 12 95
L. P. Sawyer, expenses settling with
Co. Commissioners, 5 00
Chas. H. Nutt, sundries to court room, &c., 10 52
R. Godfrey, horse hire assessing taxes, 10 00
$1336 79
Amount carried forward, $1167 25
24
Amount brought forward, $1167 25
District No. 3, amount paid for superintend-
ning schools in 1857-8, 79 00
E. P. Emerson, time and expenses settling
with Cole,
Nashua Post Office, postage, &c.,
Chas. E. Merrill, services making taxes,
Pennichuck Water Works, altering and re
pairing watering troughs,
Charles O. Rogers, advertising city stock,
McFarland & Jenks, do.,












Paid Win. H. Eaton, do.,
H. H. HartwelI,do. in 1858,
E. M. Kellocg, do.,
J. C. Garland, district No. 3, 1857,
E. L. Griffin, do. 1858,
Wm. A. Tracy, Overseer of the Poor,
L. P. Sawyer, do.,
T. G. Banks, HeaUh Officer,
A. Longley, do.,
C. H. Sackrider, Clerk Common Council,




Amount brought forward, $151 49
Paid School district No. 3, use of school houses
for ward rooms, 24 00
Baptist Society, use of vestry for ward
I'oom, 25 CO
Wm. A. Chandler, repairing ward room, 2 50
$202 99
Amount overdrawn, $2 99
CITY HALL EXPENSES.
Amount appropriated Feb. 1859, 100 00








F. Chase ^ Co., coal, 44 00 i
John H. Gage, do., 69 75
E. J. Hideout, charcoal, 14 70
R. Woodward, do., 3 00
R. Goodrich, wood, 6 00
T. G. Banks, do., 9 00
T. W. Gillis, do., 6 56
Pennichuck Water Works, water rent, 25 00
R. Willey Sf Co., soap for cleaning, 2 34 ;
Jona. Hosmer, moving clock, 50 j
C. Greenwood, Agt. insurance on building, 50 00 \
J. A. Devereux, repairs gas fixtures, 3 14 «
E. Gerry, repairs lightning rods, 3 00 *
J. K. Greene, conductor, &c., for stove, 4 37
G. 4* S. McQuesten, boards to repair balcony, 2 29
A. Fisher, lumber for do., 37 i
J. A. Cochran, repairing windows, 1 75 j
Russell & Boynton, repairing stoves,
]
pipes, &c., 21 19
J. & A. J. Rockwood, setting glass, 5 64 ,
Wm. D. Harris, repairing locks, &c., 1 25 |
C. E. Merrill, charge of building, collecting
]
rents, &c., 25 00 'i
$573 75
Balance undrawn, $4 71
27
CITY FARM AND HOUSE OF CORRECTION.
Amount appropriated March, 1858,
Feb. 1859,
Expenditures.
Paid D. W. Butterfield, labor plastering,
G. Fifield & Co., groceries,
Mclntire & Co., leather, pegs, &c.,
H. Sackrider, corn and middlings.
Chase, lumber,
P. Sawyer, medical attendance at Farm, 12
Spalding, do.,
M. Sawyer & Co., groceries,
McKean 4* Hopkins, groceries and lime,
A. & F. F. Kimball, dry goods,
Merrill & Stevens, do.,
F. H. Turrill, 1 pair oxen,
J. G. Blunt ^ Co., groceries,
T. Chase 6s Co., grain, feed, &c.,
Ira W. Reed, superintendent's salary,
do. balance cash paid out as per Farm
account,




Amount assessed April, 1858, 2720 00
Expenditures.
Paid E. A. Slader, Committee District No. 3, 1500 00
Charles R. Morrison, do. No. 5, 1200 00
Horace Field, do. No. 7, 20 00
$2720 00
PRINTING AND STATIONERY.
Amount appropriated March, 1858, 300 00
Ex'penditures.
Paid E. T. Barrett, printing blanks, ^c, 13 50
Albin Beard, printing reports, blanks, &c., 194 99
B. B. & F. P. Whittemore, printing and
advertisment, 15 75
N. P. Greene Sj- Co., blank books, sta-
tionery, &:c., 64 82
$289 06
Balance undrawn, $10 94
CEMETERIES AND BURYING GROUNDS.
Amount appropriated March, 1858, 200 00
Less transferred to other appropriations, 170 00
Balance, -— $30 00
Expenditures.
Paid H. Ripley, repairing burying ground fence, 5 00
Henry O. Atvvood, making and rep'ng gates, 1 1 75
A. Fisher, fence pickets and lumber, 8 72
Charles H. Nutt, nails, 60
$26 07
Balance undrawn, $3 93
STATE AND COUNTY TAXES.
Balance undrawn, February, 1858, 81000 00




Paid P. Sanborn, State Treasurer, balance of
State tax for 1857, 1000 00
Do. State tax 1858, 2585 10
C. V. Dearborn, County Treasurer, coun-
ty tax of 1858, 4565 70
_ $8150 80
ABATEMENTS AND DISCOUNTS ON TAXES.
Paid amount of abatements allowed by Asses-
sors, as per orders, 787 81
Amount of discount on taxes, allowed by




Paid E. P. Emerson, Collector, commission on
amount taxes collected, 552 44
$552 44
INTEREST ON CITY DEBT.
Amount appropriated March, 1858,
" " October, 1858,
Expenditures.






1. P. Whitman, do.,
C. Prescotl, treasurer Boynton school
fund, do.,
Mary Rollins, interest on note.
Freeman Hill, do.,
Belinda Blodgett, do.,





Amount brought forward, $29,800 00
Paid Ann Harris, 500 00
Miles Taylor, 1400 00
Daniel Fox, 1200 00
Granite Lodge, I. O. O. F., 1200 00
Jona. W. Lund, 1000 00
Nashua Bank, note for temporary loan, 1000 00
$36,100 00
Of the above notes $35,000 have been redeemed by the issuing
of City Stock. $1000 has been paid from collector's note of 1857,
and $100 from current receipts of 1858.
STATEMENT OF THE CITY DEBT.
A. E. Merrill, note dated Nov. 25, 1851, on
demand, 1000 00
Ruth Farwell, do. Oct. 1, 1854, do., 1000 00
Edey Smith, do. Jan. 1, 1855, do., 500 00
Sarah Lund, do. Oct. 1, 1855, do., 200 00
Jesse Gibson, do. Nov. 27, 1858, in 1 year, 1000 00
William Bixby, do. Dec. 6, 1858, in 1 year, 1000 00
City stock dated Jan. 1, 1855, payable in 25
years, 6000 00
do. July 1, 1858, do. in 5 years, 5000 00
do. in 10 years, 15000 00
do. in 20 years, J 5000 00
$45,700 00
The city also owes the Nashua Bank, notes
given for temporary loans, authorized by
the City Council, the sum of $6500 00
To meet which are uncollected taxes in the
hands of the collector estimated as good, 5114 55
Cash in the treasury, 1466 57
$6581 12
There are also uncollected taxes estimated as doubtful, amounting
to $1121,04.
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SCHEDULE OF CITY PROPERTY.
City Hall Building and lot, 20000 00
City Farm and buildings, 7000 00
Engine house, High street, 1800 00
" " Olive street, 1800 00
" " Lowell street, 1800 00
Torrent engine No. 1, apparatus and extra
hose, 1200 00
Munroe do. No. 2, and apparatus, 1200 00
Protector do. No. 4, apparatus and extra hose, 1600 00
Niagara do. No. 5, do.
T. W. Gillis, relief engine.
Union Hook, Ladder & Hose Co.'shocks,
ladders, carriages and fixtures.
Three hose carriages and fixtures, 1300 feet
hose,
Pennichuck Hydrant Co. No. 2, two hose car-
riages and fixtures, 750 feet hose,
Nashua Hydrant Co., No. 3, two hose carri-
ages and fixtures, 750 feet hose,
6 engineer's fire caps—6 badges,
5 India rubber coats,
28 firemen's India rubber suits,
Furniture and fixtures in City Hall building,
Personal property at City Farm,
Liquor agency property.
Street lamps and fixtures,
3 horses.
Wagons, carts, sleds, harnesses, &c.,
5 shoats.
Highway tools, &c.,









By personal property on hand at Farm Feb. 15, 1859, as follows :
horse, cattle, swine and fowls, 704 00
hay, straw and fodder, 436 00
corn and grain, 443 83
carts, wagons, sleds and farming tools, 510 83
tools and stock in shops, manufactured ar-
ticles, &c., 251 31
provisions in house, 592 39
furniture, beds, bedding, stoves, crockery,
&c., &c., 280 17
14 cords refuse wood, 35 00
$3253 53
By improvements as follows
:
building new hog pen, 200 00
building 80 rods stone wall, 80 00
$3533 53
Balance against Farm, $553 44
LIQIOR AGENTS REPORT.
To the Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Nashua.
The following is my report of the business of the Liquor Agency
to Jan. 1, 1859.
The whole number of sales has been 403.
Amount of receipts, $118 35
Cash Account.
J. Barney^ Liquor Agent, in account with City of Nashua^ Dr.
To cash received from sales of liquor, dur-
ing the year, 118 35
cash received of H. Parkinson, former agent,
on old account, 111 25
CR.
$229 60
By paid Dole <Sc Bridge for liquors, on old
account,
John G. Butler for do.,
G. P. Burnham, A|?ent, do.,





To the Hon. Board of Mayor and Aldermen ofthe City of Nashua :
The undersigned, City iVInrsliul. lierowiih presents the annual Re-
port of the doings of the Pohce Depariment, to January 1st, 185^.
The whole numhcr of arrests, committals, &c., have been as fol-
lows :
Arrests, 128 ; Commitments, 60 ; Males, 112 ; Females, 16 ; For-
eigners, 68 ; Americans, 60 ; Assault and Battery, 22 ; Adultery, 3 ;
Attempt at Rescue, 1; Drunkards, 40; Common Drunkards, 5 ;
Disturbing the Peace, 2^ Gambling, 2; Keeping Houses of 111 Fame,
1 ; Larcenies, (simple,) 28 ; Lewdness, 3 ; Malicious Mischief, 1 ;
Noisy and Disorderly Persons, 10 ; Receiving Stolen Goods, 1 ; Vi-
olation of City Ordinances, 11. Persons provided with lodgings,
158 ; Intoxicated persons assisted home, 8.
Amount of fines and cost imposed before
Police Court, $378 47
Amount paid to City Treasurer,
Amount paid to witnesses,
Amount paid to officers,
T. G. BANKS, City Marshal
226 10
EE P O R T
OF THE
CHIEF ENGINEER OF THE FIRE DEPART5IENT.
To His Ho}ior the Mayor and the Aldermen of the City of Nash-
ua:
Gentlebien : In compliance with the duty imposed upon me by
the Revised Ordinances, I herewith submit to your Honorable Board
the following report of the condition of the Fire Department, with
an appraisal of all the property belonging to the same, together with
the number of firemen to the several companies.
The labors of the Department have not been arduous as in past
years, still they have been crowned with that success which has al-
ways attended their efforts, and too much praise cannot be rendered
to the several companies for the promptness with which they have
discharged their duties, and their willingness at all times and under
all circumstances, to submit to all orders. I am happy to say that
the utmost harmony prevails throughout the entire Department, and
this fact has been marked on many occasions by those who have
had occasion to witness their labors.
There has been the past year, eleven fires and three alarms.
—
Loss, $6,200. Insurance, $4,600. It is worthy of your notice to
know that only two fires and two alarms have taken place since the
passage of the new fire ordinance, July 1, 1858.
F. MUNROE, Chief Engineer.
Nashua, Feb. 1859.
[The full details of the Chief Engineer's report, are omitted in
the printing. The department consists of three engine companies,
one hook, ladder and hose company, and two hydrant companies,
all fully manned, besides one first class engine not in commission,
and numbers 192 men. The engines and all the apparatus are in
perfect order. The appraisal of the property belonging to the de-
partment will oe found embraced in the schedule of city property,]

SCHOOL REPORTS.
REFORT OF THF. SlIPEBINTENDINC COIOIITTEE
OF THE
CITY OF NASHUA.
According to the requirements of the law, the undersigned sub-
mit the following report of the condition of the schools under their
supervision, for the year ending the first of April, 1859.
One of the three chosen on the committee declined taking
the oath of office, consequently the other two have performed the
service. Under a deep sense of the importance of the interests
involved, and of the great benefits of our common school system,
we have done what we could to arouse the attention and enlist the
interest of all concerned in the subject of education. Nor have
Ave engaged in these duties merely because the law demands it, but
from a profound conviction of the great responsibility and from a
sincere love of the work.
From the fact that neither member had been on the committee
in preceding years, we are not able to speak as definitely of the
schools, compared with the past, as we otherwise might do.
The people, in their organized capacity as the state, are bound
to give to the rising generation a thorough practical education.
They should do this as a matter of both interest and obligation—in-
terst, from the fact that the children of the present are but the men
and women of the future—obligation, because the character of these
future men and women receives much of its impress and form in
the school room. By thorough education we do not mean that it
must necessarily comprise the whole curriculum of collegiate and
professional study. The number Avho pursue these, and become
" educated," in the technical sense, is small, compared with the
masses of the people. The many should receive a thorough prac-
tical education in the studies and principle that lie at the foundation
of the activities of life. It should be physical, intellectual, and
moral.
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A good physical development is of the first importance to the
mmiature man ; then the intellect is to bo cultivated, disciplined,
and fitted for appropriate action. And it is the glory of our sys-
tem that it inculcates the principles and truths of our common
Christianity, without descending to the peculiarities of any denom-
ination of Christians. This is required by statute.
Moreover, we have a common school system. It knows no roy-
al blood, nor royal road to greatness. The children of the poor
and the rich meet on common ground, and have a fair field for the
trial of their strength and energies. And the poor often excel
those more favored by birth, as, learning the principle of self reli-
ance, their characters are formed by development rather than by
accretion. They learn to depend upon the power within them, and
not on foreign aid.
There are, at least, three parties directly concerned in giving
character to a school— the parents, the teacher, the scholars. In
order to success, there must be harmony and co-operation on the
part of all these. Parents must be slow to find fault with the
teacher ; must give no heed to an evil report, much less give it
currency, until it is amply verified. Their differences of condition,
opinion, or business, should never be allowed to cross the threshold
of the school room so as to give character to their counsels touch-
ing its interests. This is the sanctuary where parties and prejudi-
ces are to be forgotten—where harmony and co-operation are to
rule. The teacher must be well qualified by mental culture and
moral principle, " apt to teach," and especially must have a high
appreciation of, and ardent love for, the business as a profession.
The scholars should yield a cheerful obedience to all the regula-
tions of the school, as a little child once said, " without asking any
(juestions." Obedience, implicit and uncondhional, is the first
thing. The limitations, checks and balances, to prevent abuse, are
from another source. When this cheerful obedience is rendered,
there will be a harmony of feeling and action in every thing per-
taining to the school. Let these three parties act thus in unison,
and a good school is certain.
The following statements will show the condition of our schools
for the past year.
DISTRICT NO. I.
Summer term 22 weeks; Miss Maria N. Tuton, teacher. She
was quite young, and this her first term. The committee felt some
solicitude ibr both teacher and school, though it opened well ; but
at the examination they were happily disappointed. Decided im-
provement in reading. The classes in Arithmetic deserve special
commendations; that in History did well. Declamation by the
small boys, creditable. Order good. The success of the teacher
gives promise fur the future.
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Winter term, 16 weeks; Mr. George A. Marden, teacher. Mr.
Mardeii has great energy of character, and has devoted himself
untiringly to the school. Precision, thoroughness, and admirable
order are its prominent characteristics. In some of the studies, es-
pecially Arithmetic and Grammar, the improvement is equal to any
we have found. He had Algebra, History, Philosophy, and Latin.
The smaller scholars have not made so much advancement as the
older ones.
DISTRICT NO. 11.
Summer term, 17 weeks ; Miss Hattie A. Marsh, teaciier. The
fact that she has taught this school several terms is a good recom-
mendation. Two classes in Arithmetic, one in Geography, and
one in History, may be mentioned with special interest. Order
perfect.
AVinter term, 13 weeks ; Miss Laura F. Marden, teacher. This
teacher brought to the work fair literary attainments, good rep-
utation and considerable experience, and, probably, might have
done well but for disturbing causes for which she was not respon-
sible. She voluntarily wiilidrew from the school before the term
expired. This is the only instance of any essential dissatisfaction
which has come to our knowledge during the year. Besides the
ordinary studies there were History, Physiology, and Watts on the
Mind.
DISTRICT NO. IV.
Primary. The three terms were 11, 12, and 14 weeks, res-
pectively. Miss Frances Meriam, teacher. Under her wise, ju-
dicious and faithful management for many years in succession, it
has become a model school of its class. With an ease and grace-
fulness of manner which all may emulate but few attain, she unites
kindness with decision in such a harmonious blending as to secure
the most happy control. The influence of singing was charming in
the school.
The upper school, first term., 10 weeks ; Miss Abby C. Clough,
teacher. Besides the lower studies she had History, Physiology,
Philosophy and Algebra. The school was diflicult to manage.
—
With kindness and decision, united with sound judgment and great
perseverance, she labored hard without bringing it up to her own
high standard of a perfect school. Yet there was decided improve-
ment. Taken seriously ill, she left without the knowledge of the
committee, and was not able to finish the term.
Second term, 12 weeks ; Miss Laura A. Hadlcy, teacher. Tak-
ing the school at the point of improvement where Miss Clough left
it the preceding term, she toiled with a zeal, energy, and persever-
ance worthy of high commendation. And it continued to improve,
though at the close she had not accomplished all that she desired.
She brought to her aid largo experience, sound judgment, and a
liearty love for the work.
Third term, 14 weeks ; Mr. Samuel E. Pingree, teacher. The
examination in Geography and Arithmetic, both mental and written,
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was of a high order ; in Parsing and Analysis, good improvement
;
History, worthy of special mention ; a class of 21 in reading, most
excellent ; other classes very good ; the discipline admirable. As
to the conduct and general bearing of the scholars, we noticed a
marked and gratifying improvement. The record shows 34 visits
besides those made by the committee. We congratulate the pa-
rents in No. 4, on having had a series of excellent teachers during
the year, and on this decided improvement in the school.
DISTRICT NO. VL
Summer term, 15 weeks ; Miss Sarah E. Lawrence, teacher. In
Reading, Geography and Grammar, the progress was good. His-
tory, very good ; spelling, fine ; order at the examination, perfect
;
the writing was worthy of special notice ; fifty visits to the school.
Winter term, 15 weeks ; Mr. E. F. Johnson, teacher. Reading,
fair; Spelling, good ; three classes in Arithmetic, excellent ; one in
Latin ; Grammar and Geography very good ; composition and dec-
lamation ordinary ; order good.
DISTRICT NO. VII.
Miss A. Jennie Baldwin, teacher. Both terms, 38 weeks. The
most of the pupils are of the older class and somewhat advanced in
their studies. Algebra, History, Book-Keeping, Physical Geogra-
phy and Latin have been pursued with the usual branches. Com-
positions, read and spoken, should have a favorable mention. Sing-
ing was one of the pleasant exercises. The teacher has toiled with
assiduity and good success, and deserves well of the committee,
and has, doubtless, the gratitude of the parents. A large black-
board has taken the place of a poor one during the year.
DISTRICT NO. VIII.
School taught by Miss Laura A. Putnam. Both terms, 34
weeks. A general lack of energy on the part of the scholars, but
decided improvement during the year. The most of the classes
did well. We notice especially Geography, Arithmetic, History
and Physiology. Their success in map drawing merits special
commendation.
DISTRICT NO. IX.
Three terms, 34 weeks. Miss Eliza A. Carter, teacher. The
examination in the sounds of the letters, the pauses, arithmetical
tables and definitions, was of the first character ; drawing maps and
writing, superior ; History, Chemistry, Physiology, and Watts on the
Mind, good ; Reading, Geography, and Grammar, fair; order, per-
fect. The success was complete. We notice singing especially,
as an element of improvement. A deep interest was felt in the
school among the citizens, a fair index of which was the fact that
they made sixty-one visits during the year. Parents, teachers, and




Summer term, 10 weeks; Miss Martha M. Lawrence, teacher.
—
The school was small and exhibited a general want of interest on
the part of teacher and pupils, and, it is believed, parents too.
But some of the scholars made commendable improvement. The
committee were glad to find the exercises interspersed with sing-
ing.
Winter term, 14 weeks ; Miss Hattie A. Marsh, teacher. This
was her third term in this school, and as might be expected, the
success was good. iSome of the small scholars made rapid improve-
ment, and a class of young men in Arithmetic, Algebra and Book-
Keeping, added much to the interest. Miss Marsh is one of our
best teachers.
DISTRICT NO. XL
Summer term, 12 weeks ; Miss M. Louise Spalding, teacher.
This was her first school. She did as well as she could, and the
success was fair.
Winter term, 12 weeks ; Mr. Henry C. Davis, teacher. He
taught the school last winter, and the prudential committee was de-
termined to employ him again if practicable, at any cost. Il was
wise. As a gentleman, scholar, and teacher, Mr. llavis is all that
could be desired, uniting gentleness of manner with commanding
dignity. The examination was of a high order ; the reading, (29
scholars) very fine ; Arithmetic, both mental and written, thor-
ough ; Physiology and Algebra, good Particular attention has been
given to spelling, and the elementary sounds of the letters. The
writing, composition, and map drawing deserve high commenda-
tion. Between a poor school and a good one there is a wide dif-
ference, but between a school called good, one every ivay rights
the difference is much wider.
IN CONCLUSION,
The committee would remark that there is a want of suitable ap-
paratus in most of the schools. At least a copy of Webster's una-
bridge dictionary, a terrestrial globe, a thermometer, a set of cubi-
cal blocks, and appropriate maps and charts ought to be furnished
for every school-room. The expense would be small, but the ad-
vantage great.
The new law passed by the last Legislature, defining and enlarg-
ing the duties of superintending committees, which was doubtless
wise, increased our labors, and consequently the expense somewhat.
Both members of the committee have visited the schools through the
entire exercises, and made a thorough business of it. Generally it
has been thought best for the teacher to conduct the examinations,
but when selections have been previously made and fitted for the
occasion, we have changed the order so as to ascertain the real im-
provement made. Your committee have noticed the happy influ-
6
m
ence of singing in the schools, relaxing the mind and imparting a
healthy energy and delight. It is believed a large advance has been
made in the general interest taken in the schools, as the number of
visits by citizens manifestly shows. Columns of figures have been
added to the statistical table showing the number of visits to each
school by prudential committees, the superintending committees,
and the citizens.
Some prudential committees have engaged the best teachers at
any price, and we hope the time is not far distant when this will be
the universal rule,—to pay a premium for their services, and em-
ploy no others.
Finally, your committee have endeavored to bring an enlighten-
ed Christian influence to bear upon the minds of the rising genera-
tion, knowing as they do, that our common school system is pre-
eminently a Christian system, incorporating into its structure, and
receiving its life from the essential elements of our common Chris-
tianity. Intellectual development and moral power go hand in hand
in securing the best education for our children snd youth.
For the number of visits by prudential and superintending com-
mittees and citizens, see statistical table on next page.
E. M. KELLOGG, ) Superintending
H. H. HARTWELL, \ School Committee.
STATISTICAL TABLE.
Xo. visits by cit-
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REPORT OF THE SUPERIiVTENDINti COMMITTEE
OF
DISTRICT NO. III.
The Superintending Committee of District No. 3, respectfully
submit their annual report for the school year, 1S58-9.
There are nine separate schools in this District, all conducted on
the graded system and requiring the employment of eighteen teach-
ers. Under the present arrangement, there are six Primary Schools,
one Intermediate, one Grammar, and one High School. With the
exception of the master of the High School, female teachers are
employed both for the Summer anri Winter terms.
In the detailed reports which follow, the committee have en-
deavored to give an impartial statement of the condition of the schools
during the past year, and otTer a few suggestion in regard to the
future educational wants of the district.
HIGH SCHOOL.
Teachers. Masters. M. C. Stebbins, first term : H. A. Littell,
second term ; S. M. Freeland, third term. Assistants. i\liss A.
A. Gillis, Miss E. M. Goffe, first term ; Miss M. M. Pray, second and
third terms.
The High School has had a somewhat varied experience during
the past year. A number of circumstances have combined to de-
range the regular order of the school, to retard its progress and im-
pair its highest usefulness. The resignation of Miss Goffe depriv-
ed the school of a well tried and valuable teacher, and a change of
the master at each successive term has been attended by disadvan-
tages which could not be avoided, however much they were regret-
ted. The committee have been very sensible of this, and have used
their best judgment in conducting the school through this crisis, with
as little detriment to its interests as possible.
On the opening of the year, Mr. Stebbins was engaged to take
charge of the school for the ensuing year, but at the close of the
first term he was induced by considerations personal to himself, to
request the committee to release him from his engagement. This
request was reluctantly granted and his connection with the school,
which had existed from its first organization, ceased. VV'e believe
the people of the district are aware that they are greatly indebted to
Mr. Stebbins for the high character to which this school has attain-
ed. The good influence which he exerted over the pupils ; the de-
sire for moral and mental culture which he awakened in them, and
the elevated tone which he gave to the school during a mastership
of five years, will not soon be lost.
Mr. Littell, who succeeded Mr. Stebbins, took charge of the
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school at an unfavorable time for himself. A state of feeling exist-
ed among a large portion of the scholars, over wliich he had no con-
trol, which was adverse to his success, and which led Iiim to resio-a
his situation at the close of his first term. It is just to Mr. Littell
to stale in this connection, that he labored with much zeal and in-
dustry to meet the demands of his position, and we cheerfully ac-
cord to him an earnest desire to make his instructions profitable to
the school.
Mr. Freeland has had charge of the school for the twelve weeks
of the Winter term, and has done much to restore it to the high
standing it had partially lost during the preceding term. If the
judgment of the committee is of any importance to the people of the
district in guiding their action in the future management of the
school, we can speak with entire unanimity and confidence of Mr.
Freeland as a teacher admirably qualified for the situation he has
held. His method of instruction is clear and intelligible, yet thor-
ough and calculated to awaken and cultivate the mental powers of
the pupil. In regard to the moral tone of the school— its discipline,
and in all that concerns its future prosperity, we regard his services
as most desirable. Miss Gillis has been retained as one of the as-
sistants during the year, though solicited to go elsewhere. It is un-
necessary to say anything in commendation of a teacher who has
uniformly filled her department so well. The classes under Miss
Fray's instruction have advanced understandingly in their studies
and appeared well at the examination. So far as we can intlerfrom
the conduct of the scholars in and out of school, the relation be-
tween them and their teachers is one of mutual interest and love.
The good order of the school-room is not the result of fear and co-
ercion, but comes from a right apprehension, on the part of the
scholars, of the privileges and proprieties of the place, and the feel-
ing that their teachers are there to do them a good, fi)r which they
should receive their affection and respect. The term continued one
week longer than the funds of the district would have allowed, by
the voluntary contributions of the scholars and their friends.
The final examination occupied a day and a half, and was attend-
ed by a large number of the parents and friends of the pupils. The
Commissioner for the County also favored us v/ith his presence on
the alternoon of the last day, and in the evening gave an instructive
and interesting address on the subject of public schools, which was
listened to by very igw of those who ought to have heard it.
The prci^ence of so many persons at the examination, capable of
judging of the results of the school year, will do more to form a right
public sentiment in regard to our High School than any detailed re-
port of the classes can effect, and if we may take the expressed
opinions of those who addressed us on that occasion, as a criterion
of the views entertained by the large company present, then we have
no reason to fear that the district will allow this school to languish
for want of careful attention or a wise and liberal support.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Miss L. M. Coney, Miss M. A. Pray, Principals ; Miss M. M.
King, Miss M. A. Roby, Miss N. A. Kenney, Assistants.
The first term of this school was kept under the continued in-
struction of Miss Coney, whose faithfulness and ability to manage
and instruct a school of this kind, has always made her a most val-
uable and acceptable teacher. At the close of the spring term she
resigned, having given, as before, universal satisfaction.
Miss Martha A. Pray was employed as principal for the remain-
der of the year, and was eminently successful. She brought to her
aid experience, industry, and a persistent devotion to the interests
of the school, which, with the valuable aid of the assistants, render-
ed the school both pleasant and profitable. Readily conceding the
value of the general plan of discipline, which has shown such ad-
mirable^ yractical results, she governed with firmness, without pas-
sion, and a certainty, which is far more effectual than severity. It
was the desire of the committee that the scholars of this grade
should be treated as young ladies and gentlemen, who have previ-
ously learned how to behave, and that if there were any, who did
not feel the force of moral restraint ; any to whom their standing or
rank was no inducement to good behavior and studious habits, they
should be immediately removed, rather than subjected to corporal
punishment. But very little occasion has occurred, during the
year, for the interference of the committee. The school has always
appeared orderly in all its arrangements, cheerful, dutiful, and hap-
py, and has received flattering compliments from strangers and oc-
casional visitors.
At the close of the fall term. Miss Roby resigned, much to the
regret of the committee and scholars, and Miss Kenney, from the
Intermediate school, was selected for the vacancy. Miss K. labor-
ed diligently to perform well her part in the instruction of her divi-
sion, and in sustaining the dignity and high character of the school.
The committee were well satisfied with their choice. The musical
exercises of the school were under the direction of Miss King, and
were interesting and profitable. The closing examination showed
the school to have been taught in a thorough and systematic man-
ner. The reading was admirable, and many other exercises were
worthy f special notice. A large number of parents and friends at-
tended the examination, and listened with that apparent pleasure
and satisfaction which is always so charming to scholars, and grati-
fying and encouraging to teachers. In fact, no small part of the
success of this school is attributable to the high tone of feeling of
the parents and interested friends, in its favor ; and it should be
remembered, that it is universally true, that when all who are per-
sonally interested, are harmoniously determined to have a good
school, the result is, in the main, a fixed fact.
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INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL.
MissM. Foster, Miss E. A. Foster, Principals ; MissN. A. Ken-
ney, Miss M. Waters, Assistants.
This school has not produced as good results for the past year as
it ought. There were many things which operated adversely to
the interest of the school, for which the teachers were in no way
responsible. The greatest difficulty was inconstancy and tardiness.
There were a large number of scholars repeatedly absent who were
allowed excuses from their parents, when, it is believed, there was
no reason for excuses.
This shows a careless indifference on the part of the parents, and
a want of reliance upon the value of good regulations. Quite a
number of the largest scholars whose own faults made the school
nearly valueless to them, left before the examinations, and were
not as they should have been, compelled to return.
But the larger portion of the school made good improvement,
and acquitted themselves, at the closing examination, with credit
;
and some of the classes appeared remarkably well, and recited with
very little prompting. There were a number of scholars, who at-
tended this school in the winter term, who do not attend school any
where else, during the year. This was a source of additional care,
labor and responsibility, for which the teachers should receive con-
sideration.
The order of the school was not, at all times, what it should have
been, but the teachers are deserving the credit of laboring faithfully
and ardently to perform their whole duty, and those labors, to a
great majority of the scholars, were not in vain. It is to be hoped
that persistent efforts will continue to be directed towards this,
which is really a very important school, till it shall be able to rank
as high as its importance demands.
EAST BRANCH PRIMARY SCHOOL.
Teachers. Miss H. Warner, Principal ; Miss M. A. Butterfield,
Assistant.
This school was under the superintendence of Dr. Griffin* dur-
ing the first and second terms, who says in his report on its condi-
tion and wants—"The teachers labored under great disadvantages.
The school has been altogether too large to be properly cared for
by two teachers. At the commencement of the year the teachers,
as well as the committee, were well aware that there was hard work
to be done in this school. To this task the teachers addressed them-
selves with a determination to make the school, in point of order
and mental improvement, equal to any other in the district. Much
has been accomplished, but it cannot be expected of any teachers,
that with so large a number of scholars and so crowded a room, such
order and stillness can be maintained, or so good progress made as
*The removal of Dr. GriflRn from Nashua deprived the schools of a very
competent and efficient member of the Superintending Committee.
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in a smaller school." The report of the thu'd term will correspond
with the above remarks. At the final examination some of the class-
es appeared very well, and among those, Miss Warner's first class
in reading deserves particular notice. The members of this class
read well individually and in concert, showing careful and efficient
training. We were disappointed with tb.e classes in iMental Arith-
metic, though a portion of the scholars were tolerably familiar with
the method of stating and performing the examples. There was too
much prompting required and given to make the examination entire-
ly satisfactory. But we shall despair of having a well ordered and
progressive school here until some change is made in the building.
The main room is quite too small for the purpose for which it is
used ; it is low studded and imperfectly ventilated, having for this
purpose a small aperture in the chimne\-. The atmosphere of the
room is not agreeable, besides being positively unhealthy. There
are seats and benches for but 90 scholars, while the average at-
tendance in tlie summer term, was 90. Frequently more than this
number were present, and at one time 105 found accommodations,
by appropriating the narrow space usually occupied by classes at
recitation. The committee have been obliged to send to other
schools, children whose parents reside in the vicinity of East
Branch, who properly belong here. As the lot on which this house
stands is am[)lc, we trust that some provision for the better accom-
modation of the large and increasing number of children who should
attend this school, will be made without delay.
WEST BRANCH PRIMARY SCHOOL.
Teachers. Miss A. E. Kimball, Principal ; Miss S. Colburn,
first term; Miss L. J. Wadsworth, second and third terms, Assis-
tants.
This is one of our largest primary schools, being nearly equal in
number of scholars, to the East Branch School. The teachers re-
port 152 different scholars during the year, with an average attend-
ance of 79. The largest number present at any one time was 96.
When writing was introduced into this school, it became necessary
lo brin"' the seats and desks a few inches nearer together, to enable
the younger children to use their slates and writing books with
ease. In making this alteration, space was furnished for an addi-
tional row of seats across the school-room, giving accommodation
for 110 scholars. Tiie house is a very good one and sufficient for
the present wants of the school. The past year has been a profita-
ble one to this school ; the teachers have been earnest in their en-
deavors to promote the advancement of their scholars, and real
nro<Tress has been made in the line of improvement. Some dissat-
isfaction was felt with the method of government employed by the
assistant teacher in the first term, but if there was any indiscretion
on her part in this respect, we feel sure she was truly interested in
the profrress of her scholars. The discipline of the school has
^reatly improved, and it would have been more evident if the pa--
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rents of the scholars had on all occasions given their influence in
the right direction. We regret that there were a few instances in
which children were encouraged at home, lo disregard the proper
requirements of the teachers. The examination at the end of
the year gave satisfactory evidence of the fidelity and successful la-
bors of the teachers. JVliss Kimball and Miss Wadsworth have
worked harmoniously with each other and with the committee,
having been ready at all times to receive and adopt any suggestions
in reference to the exercises and management of the school. At
the commencement of the winter term the committee selected a
short paragraph for the first class in reading to study and practice
on through the term. At the close of the school this passage was
read by each member of the class and by the whole class in con-
cert. It was the most gratifying exercise of the examination, and
demonstrated how much can be done for the improvement of our
schools by thorough training in this most important but much neg-
lected part of common school education.
MULBERRY STREET SCHOOL.
Miss M. A. Kendrick, Principal ; Miss A. M. Flarris, Assistant.
This school has fully sustained its former high character for or-
der and propriety, which is the first, if not the most essential re-
quisite in all our public schools. The parents seem to yield the
management and education of their children, so far as pertains to
the term of school, entirely to the teachers and committee, without
meddling, fault finding, or otherwise annoying those who have the
great and responsible task to perform. There has been a unity of
interest of all concerned, which argues well for the future pros-
perity of the school.
Tho average attendance has been greater in this, than in any
other school in the district. The teachers have labored patiently
and devotedly, and have achieved a success, and merit the thanks
of their employers. They held perfect control over their scholars,
by the judicious exercise of kindness and absolute firmness. The
examination was well attended and passed off to the satisfaction of
all concerned.
PRIMARY SCHOOL—BRICK HOUSE.
Teachers, MissL. Campbell, Principal ; Miss E. G. Colby, Miss
V. C. Person, Assistants.
By reference to the table of statistics it will be seen that this is
the largest primary school in the District. This circumstance tak-
en in connection with the character of many of the pupils makes
the duties of the school-room especially arduous and renders the
situation of the teachers peculiarly trying. The parents of a large
number of the scholars are among our adopted citizens, and having
never enjoyed the advantages of an education, they are poorly pre-
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pared to appreciate the value of school instruction. They neglect
to provide their children with the necessary books and are indiffer-
ent in regard to their regular and punctual attendance at school.
The home influence, so indispensable to the successful efforts of
the teachers, is of course wanting. We by no means wish, in
these remarks, to give the impression that these faults can be laid
at the doors of all our citizens of foreign birth, or that all native
Americans can plead exemption from them. It is not an easy task
to keep alive the zeal and industry and to preserve the patience
necessary to secure success under these circumstances, and we
think the teachers in this school have accomplished as much for its
good order and general advancement as could reasonably be expec-
ted. There has been a manifest improvement in the behavior of
the scholars, and the exercises at the closing examination compar-
ed favorably with other schools of the same grade. The principal
room occupied by this school is large enough to accommodate 153
scholars ; it is well ventilated and would in every way answer its
purposes if a moderate sum was expended in painting and white-
washing, and other general repairs. This would not only give the
room a more comfortable and cheerful aspect, but would doubtless
improve the character of the school. The "Old Brick" has so of-
ten been remodeled, and the building is located on the lot in so
onesided a position that there is little use in reconmiending im-
provements, which will generally be regarded as impracticable.
"We cannot forbear, however, to mention that the two lower recita-
tion rooms in this house measure 12i ft. by 15, and are without
means for ventilation except by the windows. They are furnished
with a single row of seats on three sides, and are occupied five or
six hours a day, by teachers and classes numbering from 25 to 40
children. If any voter in the district doubts the propriety and ne-
cessity of making some alteiation in these rooms, for the comfort
and health of the teachers and pupils, we only wish such an indi-
vidual was obliged to pass a few half days in one of these boxes in
company with thirty or forty young children. We have no doubt
about the effect of such an argument. By an inspection of the
premises we see no reason why seven or eight feet might not be
added to each of these rooms by taking in the unoccupied space
between them under the stairs leading to the intermediate school.
The expense of this alteration would be small.
HARBOR SCHOOL.
Miss Martha A. Moore, teacher. This school has been under the
instruction of Miss Moore during the year, and has made excellent
progress in all branches. The school was small, affording ample
opportunity for drilling each pupil thoroughly, and the result more
than equalled the expectations of the committee. The order was




Miss Grace ButteiTield, teacher. At the commencement of the
year, the prospect lor a good school was rather dubious. A large
number of the scholars were children of foreign parents, many of
them without books or the means of getting them, except as fur-
nished by the district. Miss Butterfield commenced her instruction
in good earnest, and soon succeeded in proving herself competent
to teach and govern her school in a very acceptable manner ; never
satisfied to tolerate an imperfect lesson, or any inconsistency of de-
portment, in or about the school-room. The school made a com-
mendable progress.
GENERAL RE31ARKS.
^ Primary Schools. The impression is not uncommon that the
higher schools in the district receive an unfair proportion of the pub-
lic patronage, and that the primary schools are allowed to suffer
from neglect. We do not admit this to be the case in the sense in
which the complaint is generally urged. No school receives too
much patronage or attention, though some may receive less than
they should. It would certainly be a narrow and short-sighted pol-
icy for the friends of the Grammar and High Schools to neglect
those of a lower grade, from which the material is to come which
will constitute the upper schools, and if we would maintain in them
the high grade of scholarship, which it has required so much time,
labor, and expense to establish, we must do so by placing the chil-
dren, when they first enter school, under the best possible instruc-
tion. It is an important consideration, that a large proportion of
those who enter the primary schools never go beyond them. The
few years of their education are passed in acquiring a knowledge of
reading, spelling, and the elementary studies—and they should here
also receive those lessons of piety and good morals which will pre-
pare them for the duties and trials of after life. It is of vital im-
portance to our primary schools that suitable teachers be placed
over them. No greater mistake can be made than to suppose that
any young lady of fair scholarship, who has received a diploma
from some female seminary or boarding school, is therefore a suit-
able person to educate a company of young children. There are
qualities of character and heart as well as of mind which are essen-
tial to constitute a good primary school teacher. She must feel
that a high and solemn trust is committed to her care, which shall
carry her above the annoyances and petty troubles of the school-
room, an<l impress her with the conviction that her influence may
give a lifelong direction to the minds and hearts of her youthful
charge. The selection of a teacher thoroughly adapted to her work
is not an easy matter, and her fitness can only be fairly ascertained
by the experience of the school-room. Once secured, no small
consideration should induce a committee to part with one who has
proved herself competent and faithful to her duties.
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Though much has already been done to bring our primary schools
to a high standard of excellence, we have no doubt that great im-
provements will yet be made in their daily muriagcnieiit. Aleans
will be devised to Ueep the minds and bodies of the children in
more healthful activity. Long recitations will be avoided and a
greater variety of exercises will be introduced, in which the whole
school can participate. Much must be left to the tact and inge-
nuity of the teacher in discovering ways of instructing and interes-
ting her pupils. They cannot be expected to derive much benefit
from continual book study ; their mental and moral faculties must
be cultivated and strengthened by the vigorous and right impress of
older minds.
Irregular Allendance. Irregular attendance and truancy are
amongst the most serious hindrances to the prosperous working oi"
our public schools, and the fact that these evils receive an annual
notice in almost every school report, is sufficient evidence of their
prevalence and magnitude. The schools of higher grade suffer less
in this respect than the primary schools, yet the injurious influences
are so general as to call for the serious attention of committees, pa-
rents, and all who feel an interest in the cause of education and the
welfare of the community. In a manufacturing place like this,
there will always be found a class of persons who keep their chil-
dren from school under the plea of necessity—they want them at
home to assist in domestic duties, or put them at work in the mills
and workshops at an age when they should be acquiring an educa-
tion, and necessity is sometimes another name for covetousness.
There are others who allow their children to roam about the streets,
frequenting bowling alleys, saloons, and other places of vicious
amusement, utterly regardless of their mental or moral improve-
ment, who have not sufficient authority over their children to com-
pel them to attend school, but who are very likely to resent any
interference on the part of school committees as an infringement
upon their personal rights and liberties.
The number of children who come under these classes is not
small, and it will increase rapidly unless a vigorous and persistent
effort is made to bring them within those educational and moral in-
fluences which they will find nowhere except in our public schools.
Last year the whole number of scholars in the district reported as
attending school not less than two weeks was 1264, while the sum
of the average attendance in all the schools was only 615—not
quite one half, and this more than the exact average. This year
the whole number of scholars reported is 1162, with a total aver-
age of 590. The community has a right to demand that the liberal
provisions which have been made and which are offered to all with-
out charge, for the education of the young, shall not be neglected
or abused. No child with us should be allowed to grow up in ig-
norance and vice, to become a pest to society and a charge upon its
resources. The Legislature has seen fit to interpose its authority in
respect to this subject, and our city government has passed an or-
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dinance adopting the act, by which the Superintending School Com-
mittee are authorized to make complaint to the Judge of the Police
Court, ot children between the ages of six and sixteen years, who may
be found not attending, or absenting themselves from school with-
out good reasons, and any children convicted of the above offence,
may be committed to any institution of instruction or House of Re-
formation, or may be punished by fine not exceeding ten dollars for
any one offence.
Writing. The "Duntonian" system of penmanship was intro-
duced into all the schools at the commencement of the year, the
younger children in the primary schools using the pencil instead of
pen and ink, Mr. Dunton of Boston, who is an accomplished in-
structor in this school of writing, visited most of our schools and
gratuitously gave a number of lessons in the elementary rules of
penmanship, directing the scholars how to place the arm and hold
the pen, and what the position of the body should be to insure facility
and grace in writing. Many of the scholars have made a good de-
gree of improvement, andpiave kept their writing books without the
disfigurement of a single blot.
There may be some question as to the propriety of furnishing
writing-books to pupils too young to use the pen and ink, but there
is something to be said in favor of having even young children write
the letters of the alphabet and unite them into short words. If
wrtting-books are not used for this purpose, slates should be furnish-
ed instead. A short daily exercise in drawing or writing may be
made useful and serve at the same time as a recreation.
Singing. Singing is a regular exercise in all the schools of the
district; without it the school-room would be a dreary place and the
three hours session seem a tedious confinement. We have entire
faith in the utility of this art as a practical part of public education.
As an aid in making good readers it derserves attention ; it is
health to the body and a joy to the heart ; it is both work and play,
a blessing to all and an injury to none. We trust there are few
who now regard it as a useless innovation ; none who have listened
to a chorus of one hundred youthful voices at any of the public ex-
hibitions of our schools will doubt the purifying and elevating influ-
ence of this exercise, or be disposed to say that it detracts from
those branches of study which are usually regarded as more practi-
cal and useful. It is a striking and interesting feature in this exer-
cise that so large a number of pupils in all the schools are able to
take a part in singing and with so little instruction, sing so well.
The songs and choruses learned in the school-room, will carry plea-
sure to many a household ; they will linger in the memory of many
a man and woman when, engaged in the stern duties of mature life,
they look back upon the far off scenes of early days.
EDWARD SPALDING,
"J
EVAN B. HAMMOND, ' Superintending
EDWARD A. SLADER, f School Committee.
ARTEMAS LONGLEYjJ





REPORT OF TOE SUPERIINTENDIIVG COMMITTEE
OF
DISTRICT NO. Y.
The Superintending Committee of District No. 5, respectfully
present the following report of the schools in said district.
THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
In these schools, Miss McKean, Miss Brown and Miss Crawford
have been employed during the year. Miss McKean also had Miss
Chapman in the spring, and Miss French in the fall as an assist-
ant.
The Primary school on Central street is still far behind what it
ought to be, but Miss Crawford for the whole period, and more es-
pecially the last winter, labored with a good degree of fidelity and
success, and is entitled to the credit of leaving the school better
than she found it. The number under her care—63 in the spring
and 69 in the fall—should also be taken into consideration. The
school is not wanting in native talent, and we see no reason why,
with proper exertions on the part of parents as well as teachers, it
should not equal any other. The school house on Central street is
badly located, and its external appearance is repulsive.
The Primary school at Mount Pleasant is not yet all that could
be desired, and the manner of leaching has not been entirely fault-
less. The recitations were a little hurried, and as a consequence,
there was some want of deliberation, and distinctness and accura-
cy, both in the questions and answers, and the spelling book had
not received that attention to which it was justly entitled. But on
the other hand the improvement from the beginningof the year was
decided, and Miss McKean prosecuted her work with a heartiness
and energy worthy of all praise, and gives promise of rare excel-
lence as a teacher ; and we regret that the district cannot have her
services another year. We learn that she has been engaged as an
assistant in the school at the Orphan Asylum in Boston, and our
best wishes go with her for her complete success in that interesting
department. Nor should her assistants, from whom she received
most cordial and efficient aid, be forgotten.
The Primary school on Fletcher street has fully maintained its
high standing, and we regard it as a model school,—not one whit
behind any other of that grade with which we have ever been ac-
quainted ; and judging from the pleased attention of the interested,
crowded audience at the examination, we are not singular in our
opinion. This school which has long been under the same teach-
er, atibrds very satisfactory proof of the advantage of permanency
in the office. The great moral power which Miss Brown has over
her pupils, and the perfect ease with which she guides and con-
m
trols them at her will, arc the happy results of years of patient and
wisely directed etfort.
As an illustration of the character of the school, and to excite
emulation, we refer to her record of tardinesses. During the
whole winter there were but 37 cases for 62 little folks ; and 14 of
these, we are sorry to say, belong to the same scholar. Of the
whole number, 17 were not tardy in a single instance, and 8 more
in onJy a single instance. If we compare this with the best re-
maining specimen— the High Scnool—we shall have 37 cases of
tardiness in a school of 62 pupils against 143 in a school of 73.
Cannot the district afford to such a school and such a teacher a
little more room and better accommodations ?
THE GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
The Grammar school on Central street, taught by Miss Chase
the first term, and Miss Lawrence afterwards, is in a better condi-
tion in some respects than at the close of last year. Both of these
ladies did all in their power, and we wish that their success could
have been equal to their fidelity ; and that it was not, we think
should be attributed principally to the materials of which the school
is composed, and to the fact that their efforts do not seem to have
been properly seconded by parents.
The Grammar school on Mount Pleasant was instructed by Miss
Manning until within three weeks of the close of the last term.
Miss Manning also has some superior qualifications, and her schol-
ars made fair progress, until failing health compelled her to leave.
But at no time was she fully equal to the difficult task of controlling
them ; and with her waning strength her hold upon the reins of
government loosened, and after her departure the school was found
so unmanageable that it was thought expedient to put Mr. Spal-
ding, a well known master, over it, by whose vigorous rule it was
in a measure restored to its former exact discipline under Miss
Barrett.
THE HIGH SCHOOL.
The High school under Mrs. Kimball and Miss Eaton in the
spring, and the present excellent Principal, with different assistants
since, has been constantly improving, and now bids fair, at no very
distant day, to become all that its warmest friends had hoped. At
the examinaton we were much pleased with the unmistakable evi-
dences of assiduous care, thorough instruction, and mild yet strict
discipline, on the part of the teachers, and of some appreciation of
their privileges and responsibilities on the part of the scholars. The
order was unexceptionable ; and all the exercises were highly cred-
itable to those concerned. If we could see those most interested
fully aroused, and as laborious as their teachers, we should be sure
of the most gratifying results. Having alluded to the tardinesses at
the last term, it is but simple justice to contrast them with the pre-
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ceding term, when there were more than four times as many cases.
The same ratio of decrease for the next term would make the pre-
sent number "beautifully less."
THE GRADES.
In accordance with the supposed wishes of the district, as well as
our own convictions, we have raised the grades for the Grammar
Schools and the High School, and recommej<d further changes in
the same direction, from time to time, as may appear judicious.
The qualifications requisite for admission to these schools at the
present time, are stated at the close of this report.
GENERAL REGULATIONS.
The Committe have adopted and published certain general rules,
(which also accompany this report,) which we believe are highly
conducive to the prosperity of the schools, and the co-operation of
parents and guardians is requested to secure their prompt observ-
ance.
The rule which shuts out tardy scholars after the expiration of
twenty minutes from the commencement of the school, has been
made the subject of some complaint. But in all, or nearly all the
schools, the scholars were very generally tardy, and the evil was
so inveterate that onl3'' sharp remedies could cure it, and so seri-
ous that until eradicated no considerable improvement could be ex-
pected in the general character of the schools. And after giving
the matter a good deal of consideration, the committee agreed that
the rule adopted was the most effectual remedy that could be de-
vised, and the experience of the last quarter has confirmed this
opinion. Under its operation 616 cases of tardiness in the High
School in the fall, were reduced to 143 in the winter, and with
a larger number of scholars ; and its effect has been equally ben-
eficial in the other schools when enforced. We go for the greatest
good of the greatest number. It is far better that a scholar should
occasionally be shut out for half a day without fault—and where
there is no fault there is no disgrace—than that a rule so salutary
and so necessary should be set aside. The testimony of the best
teachers in its favor is most decided, and we earnestly hope that it
will not be given up or suffered to become a dead letter, without as
much thought as was bestowed upon it before it Avas adopted, at
least until the evil which it was designed to remedy is removed.
CLASSIFICATION OF SCHOLARS.
The statute gives to the Superintending Committee authority to di-
vide the scholars into classes, and to direct what schools they shall
attend. We have found it necessary to exercise this authority to
some extent, and should have gone further and transferred the mem-
bers of the Central street grammar school to Mount Pleasant, if
there had been room for them. There were in the primary schools
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in the spring, 211 children, and in the fall, 219, being an average
of over 70 to each school, a number obviously much too large for
one person to manage. In anticipation of a similar state of things,
the district at the annual meeting had passed a vote authorizing the
prudential committee to hire and furnish another school-room. But
upon enquiry, no suhable room could be obtained, and as the next
best expedient. Miss McKean was provided with an assistant and
her school increased to 82 in the spring, and 85 in the fall, and still
leaving 66 and 65 to Miss Brown, and 63 and 69 to Miss Crawford.
As there was no recitation room, Miss McKean and her assistant
were employed in a double set of exercises at the same time, in the
same apartment, and ihat too not a large one, to the manifest pre-
judice of the school. The internal arrangementof that school-room
is also bad. For the due accommodation of the primary scholars
there is occasion for some further and adequate provision to be
made, and if the district should concur with us as to the expediency
of uniting the grammar schools, the erection of suitable buildings can
be no longer deferred. No good reason occurs to us for two gram-
mar schools, and the inducements to a union are strong, and to
our minds controlling. . The scholars in them are of a rebellious
age, too old to submit and to young to govern themselves. Teach-
ers selected with great care, and who had succeeded well in other
places, were unable to subdue them, and a female can rarely be
found competent to the undertaking who is not objectionable in oth-
er respects. Those "strong minded women" who are wanting in
the quick sensibilities and warm sympathies of their sex, and repul-
sively masculine in all their mental and moral traits, are not, in our
judgment, the most suitable persons to form the character of either
sex.
We recommend only one grammar school, with a principal and
one assistant. Any man or woman who has all the requisites es-
sential for either school, would be fully qualified to act as principal,
if both were united in one. Hence if a woman is to be entrusted
with the principal management, there will be but one to find instead
of two, so peculiarly and happily constituted as to be entirely suc-
cessful. Or if it should be thought necessary, a master can be
placed over it. For a school of this description there is at present
no suitable apartment, but the lower rooms at Mount Pleasant can
be readily fitted and furnished for iis use, ifsuch shall be the plea-
sure of the district. The district can then decide whether to put on
a wing at Mount Pleasant, or build a small house in some other lo-
cality for one of the primary schools. Each plan has its advanta-









ars during the year.
Aver. Attendance. •
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General Regulations adopted by the Committee ^ Bee. 13, 1958.
1. From the first Monday in April to the first Monday in Octo-
ber, the school exercises shall be commenced in the forenoon at 8
o'clock, and be concluded at 11 o'clock ; and in the alternoon ihey
shall be commenced at 2 o'clock and be concluded at 5 o'clock.
From the first Monday in October to the first Monday in April,
the fi^renoon exercises shall be commenced at 9 o'clock, and be
concluded at 12 o'clock ; and the afternoon exercises shall be com-
menced at 1^- o'clock and be concluded at 4^ o'clock.
2. There shall be a recess of 10 minutes, commencing one hour
and twelve minutes before the close of each half day's session of
the schools.
3. Teachers are expected to be at their posts at least ten min-
utes before the time for commencing the exercises, and the strictest
punctuality is required in this respect, as an incentive to prompt-
ness on the part of the pupils.
4. Teachers are authorized to detain their pupils beyond the reg-
ular school hours, for the purpose of discipline, or of additional in-
struction, especially in the case of omitted or imperfect lessons.
5. All pupils shall be admitted to their respective school-rooms
at any time within ten minutes previous to the commencement of
the exercises.
6. The exercises shall commence precisely at the hour appoint-
ed by the Regulations, and the inner door shall then be locked.
7. Pupils may be admitted as tardy after the opening exercises
and until twenty minutes from the commencement of the school, but
not afterwards in the same session.
8. No scholar shall be dismissed before the close of any session
without a written request from parent, master or guardian, except
in case of sickness or apparent necessity.
9. In the High School, rhetorical exercises shall be attended to
one half day of each week. Each boy shall be required to declaim
once and write one composition every three weeks. Each girl
shall be required to write two compositions every three weeks.
10. For violent or continued opposition to authority, for tardi-
nesses or absences without suflicient cause, or for setting at defiance
any of the above regulations, the Principal may exclude a scholar,
for the time being, from school, and report the case forthwith to
the Superintending Committee.
11. Teachers shall be required to keep, in their respective
school-rooms, a correct record of recitation and deportment, of tar-
diness and absence of all the scholars under their care.
12. No teacher shall be absent during school hours, or employ
any substitute or assistant, except with the approbation of the Su-
perintending Committee.
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13. No text book shall be used, in any school, unless the same
shall have been approved by the Superintending Committee.
14. No agent, or other person, shall be permitted to enter any
school in the District for the purpose of exhibiting, either to teacher
or pupils, any new book or article of apparatus, or of giving notices
of any kind ; nor shall subscriptions or contributions, for any pur-
pose whatever, be permitted in any school of the District, v/ithout
the approval of the Superintending Committee.
Requisites for admission to the Grammar Schools. The Multi-
plication Table, perfect; Colburn's Arithmetic to the 7th section;
Primary Geography, complete ; Reading and Spelling to correspond.
Requisites for admission to the High School. Colburn's Arith-
metic, complete ; Common School Arithmetic, through Fractions ;
Bullion's Grammar, coarse print, to Prosody ; Parsing, begun ;
Colton & Fitch's Geography, complete ; History of the United
States ; Reading and Spelling to correspond.
The above, or where other text books are allowed, their equiva-
lent.
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